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STACKING MACHINE SERIES

MD Automatic Palletizer

Palletizer is the machine that automatically aligns and palletizes the full-filled cartons on the pallet for multi-

layers and then push the pallet aside for forklift to transport it into the warehouse. This machine adopts 

PLC+ touchscreen control, realizing intelligent operation management, which is convenient and easy to 

handle.

This machine greatly reduces the labor intensity and quantity. Adopting the design concepts of high speed, 

stable performance, and less space occupation. The pallet coming off is separate, saving a lot of time and 

is faster. One machine serves several purposes, adjustment is fast so there is no need to worry about 

when change the palletized products. Application range: corrugated carton, plastic bucket, bucket-like 

package, bag-like package

The application of touch-screen operation achieves man-machine dialogue, displaying the production 

speed, cause and location of failure, high degree of automation. The configuration and layers of the carton, 

pallet feeding and discharging can all be programmed by PLC.

A. The Japanese brand CMC chain has the advantages of excellent wear resistance, high precision and 
stable transmission.

B. The pneumatic components and cylinders from Germany FESTO, Taiwanese CHELIC or Japanese 
SMC are in high quality and has a reliable performance.

C. Security door and cover are equipped with electrical sensor, when the door is open, the machine stops 
working to protect the personnel.

D. Palletizing configuration is convenient and simply to adjust on the touchscreen. The palletizing 
process is stable, efficient and greatly save labor.

E. Carton supply system adopts brake motor control to ensure carton conveying according to pre-set 
position. 

F. Pallet magazine has a high capacity of 12-15 empty pallet ensuring automatically pallet supply.
G. Motor and reducer are products from German company Nord. 
H. Different palletizing configurations can be finished without replacing the palletizing components. 

According to actual situation and product characteristics, our company can produce low-position
palletizer, high-position palletizer or servo palletizer



Model MD-01 Low-Positon Palletizer MD-02 Servo Palletizer

Power Supply 380V  50/60HZ 3.5KW 380V  50/60HZ 3.8KW

Applicable Pallet L1200*W1200mm L1200*W1200mm

Palletizing Speed 10-20Cartons/Minute, 20-40Cartons/Minute 10-25Cartons/Minute

Palletizing Height Lower than 2000mm Lower than 2000mm

Dimension 7300*4100*3200mm L*W*H) 5500*2200*3600mm L*W*H)



STACKING MACHINE SERIES

MDJ Automatic Robotic Palletizer

Robot palletizing machine is suitable for packing, palletizing various kinds of finished products such as carton, 

bag, can, box and bottle in the field of chemical, pharmaceutical, beverage, food, beer, plastic and air conditioner. 

The structure is simply and easy for maintenance and repair. The components and accessories are less so the 

maintenance cost is very low. The robotic palletizer has an efficient performance even be set in a narrow space. 

All the controls are operating on the control cabinet screen which is very simply. This machine can work 24 

hours a day, the robot can cover the work of many workers so that several hundred thousand dollars can be 

saved every year which realizes the effect of decreased staff and increased efficiency. 

Application range: corrugated carton, plastic box, bucket-like package, bag-like package.

A. The application of touch-screen operation achieves man-machine dialogue, displaying the production speed, 
cause and location of failure, high degree of automation. 

B. The configuration and layers of the carton, pallet feeding and discharging can all be programmed by PLC.
C. Security door and cover are equipped with electrical sensor, when the door is open, the machine stops 

working to protect the personnel.
D. Palletizing configuration is convenient and simply to adjust on the touchscreen. The palletizing process is 

stable, efficient and greatly save labor.
E. Carton supply system adopts brake motor control to ensure carton conveying according to pre-set position.
F. Pallet magazine has a high capacity of 12-15 empty pallet ensuring automatically pallet supply.
G. Different palletizing configurations can be finished without replacing the palletizing components.
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